Physical parameters of the near-Earth asteroids
from radar observations
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The Institute of Applied Astronomy in cooperation with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex regularly conduct intercontinental bistatic radar observations of near-Earth asteroids using 70-m antenna (DSS-14) to transmit 8560 MHz (3.5 cm)
signal and 32-m radio telescopes (RT-32) of ”Quasar” VLBI network in Svetloe, Zelenchukskaya
and Badary observatories to receive the echoes. To carry out such observations, the existing
receiving, conversion and recording systems have been adapted and special software for radar
observation scheduling and echo signal data processing has been developed. Since 2015, echoes
from 2011 UW158, 2003 TL4, 2003 YT1, 2014 JO25, 2003 BD44, 3122 Florence and 2017
VR12 asteroids have been registered. The continuous wave echo power spectra of these asteroids
were obtained and their analysis was carried out. We estimated the size, rotation period, radar
albedo and circular polarization ratio of these asteroids.
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1. Introduction

2. Observations scheduling
When scheduling radar observations, joint observational windows, the Doppler shift and the
Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) of the received echo are calculated for a given configuration of transmitting and receiving antenna systems and NEA. The asteroid is specified by Keplerian orbital
elements for the selected epoch and physical parameters such as diameter D, rotation period P and
radar albedo σ̂ . Parameters of the transmitting and receiving antenna systems are their topocentric
coordinates, gain, power and frequency of the transmitter signal, noise temperature and the minimum elevation angle of the receiving antenna system. In the calculations, we use DE423 planetary
ephemeris, corrections to the Earth’s rotation parameters (pole coordinates, precession, nutation,
and universal time), and also takes the signal travel time, aberration, gravitational deflection of
light, and tropospheric delay into account.

Figure 1: Near-Earth asteroids detected on RT-32.

The Doppler shift of the received echo can vary from tenths to hundreds of hertz per second,
which should also be taken into account when choosing the frequency channels of the digital converter on a radio telescope. The decision to conduct radar observations is made on the basis of joint
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Today, radar astronomy is one of the most precise methods to obtain information about the dynamic and physical properties of near-Earth asteroids (NEAs). The Institute of Applied Astronomy
(IAA) regularly participates in radar observations using the 32-m radio telescopes (RT-32) in Svetloe, Zelenchukskaya and Badary observatories as a receivers. The transmitter is the 70-m antenna
(DSS-14) of the Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex. To conduct radar observations
of NEAs we adapted the existing receiving, conversion and recording systems of the RT-32 radio
telescopes and created a software package for observations scheduling and echo signals processing.
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with the DSS-14 observational windows, the obtained Doppler shift and SNR. Then, the prepared
ephemeris files are uploaded to the radio telescope control system.
Figure 1 shows the size distribution of NEAs detected on RT-32, depending on the distance
to the Earth. The dashed line shows the distances to the Earth and the NEAs diameters assuming
a Signal-to-Noise Ratio of 3, a rotation period P = 9 h, a radar albedo σ̂ = 0.1 and a transmitter
power Ptx = 400 kW on a corresponding round-trip light-times. We can consider the obtained curve
as a lower limit of the RT-32 sensitivity in bistatic radar observations of NEAs [1].

Usually the DSS-14 radar transmits 150-400 kW circularly polarized continuous wave (CW)
signal at 8560 MHz (3.5 cm). We use two sets of separate channels at the RT-32 telescopes to
receive echoes in the same (SC) and opposite (OC) circular polarizations as that of the transmitted
wave. Circular polarization of the signal is reversed after reflection from the plane surface and
the maximum power of the reflected signal is expected in the OC polarization, though some of the
signal, due to secondary reflections, is received with the same polarization. The received echo is
sampled by R1002M Data Acquisition System [2] and recorded by Mark5B. Taking into account
the Doppler frequency as a function of time we apply the Fourier transform to the echo time series.
As a result we obtain CW echo power spectra for selected time intervals with the required frequency
resolution.

Figure 2: Continuous wave echo power spectra of 2017 VR12. The solid and dashed lines are observed OC
and SC spectra, respectively. Each curve has a frequency resolution of 1 Hz.

4. Analysis of spectra
From the obtained echo power spectra, we can estimate the Doppler broadening B and the
echo’s SNR. The CW power spectrum bandwidth as function of time can be used for obtain the
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3. Observations and data processing
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rotation period P in case of long observation series. The Doppler broadening B is a function
of the asteroid’s rotation period P and diameter D, radar wavelength λ , and angle between the
observer line-of-sight and the asteroid’s apparent equator δ : B = 4πD cos δ /λ P. Knowing the
P, B and assuming δ = 0◦ we may estimate the lower bound on the asteroid’s maximum poleon breadth Dmax . Taking the geometric relation between echo power spectrum and the shape of
rotating asteroid into account, we estimate the hull of asteroids polar silhouette [3].
Circular polarization ratio µC = σSC /σOC is the ratio of the integrated SC and OC signal, where
σ is the radar cross section. A higher ratio indicates a greater degree of near-surface wavelengthscale roughness or multiple scattering. Using estimates of asteroid’s diameter and SNR we calculate the radar albedo σ̂ , i.e., the radar reflectivity of the surface.
As an example, at the Figure 2 you may see the OC and SC continuous wave echo power
spectra of asteroid 2017 VR12 obtained at Badary observatory on March 5, 2018 from 4:16 to 4:25
UT. Echo power is plotted in standard deviations versus Doppler frequency relative to the estimated
frequency of echoes from the asteroid’s center of mass. We obtained the Doppler broadening
B = 10 ± 1 Hz of the spectra and knowing the rotation period P = 1.378 h found the lower bound
on the maximum pole-on breadth Dmax = 138 m at the corresponding rotation phase. Circular
polarization ratio of 0.34 ± 0.01, indicates that the near-surface of 2017 VR12 at decimeter scales
is morphologically rougher than those of most radar-detected NEAs [4]. By integrating the CW
spectra we obtained the radar albedo of 0.31 ± 0.04 suggests S or M-class NEA with a bright
surface [5].

